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High Definition or HD broadcasting is the next step in video display quality.It offers between 25 and 50 per cent higher resolution than even DVD; looks absolutely stunning; and is a must have technology for the digital home.UK Broadcasters are gearing up to transmit HDTV, movie publishers are ready to commit HD movies to disc and software
houses have developed codecs for HD transmission.For the home entertainment enthusiast, HD is like having all of your birthdays at once - or a blend of 'raw sex and warm chocolate' (as one female Digital Home member noted). But are you ready for it?High Definition television was pioneered in Japan and the US simultaneously, with Australia
following close behind and Europe adamant that it never heard the starting gun.In the US, the current 525-line NTSC broadcast format was always fairly ropey and the country's propensity for big screen TVs simply made the poor quality images look worse than ever.US HDTV was a natural evolution driven by consumer demand, while in Japan the
nation's love of pushing the boundaries of technology meant HDTV was a given from day one.HDTV in the UKIn Europe and the UK in particular, we benefited from a higher resolution 625-line PAL TV system. Smaller screen TVs and the theory that a quality TV experience is the EastEnders omnibus and a tube of Pringles, has kept HDTV on the back
burner - until recently.Sky sniffed a revenue opportunity in pay-per-view and subscription HDTV and has announced bold plans for an HD service in 2006, while the Blu-ray and HD DVD camps are signing up film publishers to offer Hollywood blockbusters in HD quality.HDTV is cool; it's undeniably sexy; and it's a huge advance in the home
entertainment viewing experience. But it's not simply an 'add-on' format, it's a giant step change.This means that you'll need new source equipment to receive it, new display devices to show it and even new interconnect leads to bring HD transmissions to your home.It's going to cost you.For example, a subscription to cable or satellite HD service will
require a new decoder box, while Blu-ray or HD DVD playback will require a new player. But it's the display device that has caused most of the industry kafuffle around HD.Put simply, you need an HD-ready TV and if you bought a new TV - even a super-de-duper, wallet-buster of a plasma - before the beginning of this year, the chances of it being HDready are slim.For starters the display device needs to be able to resolve at least 720 lines of information and 70-80 per cent of plasma TVs that have been sold in the UK fall way below this specification - usually only offering 480 lines (640x480 pixels).As we've pointed out in the past, this isn't even enough to fully reproduce PAL broadcast TV let
alone the proposed HD transmissions. Worse still, even range-topping plasma and LCD TVs with 720 lines or more may not be able to receive HD.Connectivity issuesThe problem is one of connectivity. While DVI and HDMI connections were a feature on some TVs last year, few of them offered the High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP)
designed to protect HD content.Without HDCP, even an HDMI/DVI-equipped TV won't be able to display protected HD content (i.e. most HD content). That is going to leave a very sour taste for those having purchased an expensive TV in the last couple of years. But as Bruce Willis might say, shit and HDCP happens.On a positive note, virtually every
new TV with DVI or HDMI connection available today is HDCP enabled. The European ICT Association (EICTA) has also announced an 'HD-ready' logo for new TVs to ensure you are buying into future-proof technology. Page 2 However, as any TV with a Freeview decoder built-in also sports the wholly unrelated 'Digital-ready' tick logo the propensity
for further confusion in the mass-market is immense.What resolution is HD?There are a number of video formats that can legitimately be called HD which are, thankfully, more complementary than competitive.The base line for HD video is a widescreen image (16:9 ratio) of 720 horizontal lines scanned in a single sweep at 50 frames per second - i.e.
progressively - and thus known as 720p.Compared to our stalwart PAL broadcast signal of 575 visible lines, 720p offers some 25 per cent better resolution and does not suffer traditional PAL interlace flicker. 720p looks good, is not too bandwidth hungry for broadcasters and is the system of choice of the European Broadcast Union.All TVs on the
market sporting the new HD-Ready logo will be able to produce a true 720p image. Sky's initial HD offering will be in 720p, most Windows Media Video HD content is available in 720p versions, and the cable companies are also nodding towards 720p.Freeview, had it had any spare broadcast capacity whatsoever, would also agree to 720p as it is the
lowest bit rate HD format. Good so far.More than one format.In the US and Japan a 1080 line format HD is popular with many broadcasters and indeed HDTV subscribers as it is 25 per cent higher resolution again than 720p.The signal is interlaced from two frames of 540 lines each at 25 frames per second, meaning the bandwidth required to
transmit is not massively higher than 720p HD. (It's still high however as the inverse square law kicks in - i.e. 1080 line picture contains well over twice as much data as a 720 line image).Many large screen CRT rear projection TVs in the US are capable of displaying a 1080i HD and produce very good-looking TV images even though there is an minor
interlace flicker.The flicker issue will not be a problem with plasma, DLP or LCD TVs however as they de-interlace the picture into single progressively scanned fames as standard. The problem currently is that no plasma TV, LCD or DLP TV on the market is capable of displaying a true 1080 line image.The good news is that a 1080i signal will not blow
a gasket on your 1280 x 768 pixel TV. Every HD-ready TV is packed with an array of digital trickery that scales the image to best fit the native resolution of the panel or chipset.The ultimate picture?The ultimate in HD technology as it stands today is a progressively scanned 1920 x 1080 pixel image. 1080p is the native resolution of professional digital
TV and film cameras thus creating a format that is, literally, exactly what the director saw as he filmed.The concept of direct camera to TV transfer is highly appealing but the data-rate implications are huge. Thus, 1080p is simply unlikely to happen as a mainstream broadcast HD format.But that is not to say it won't happen at all. Packaged media i.e. HD-DVD and Blu-ray disc - could easily support a 1080p HD standard and Windows Media Video HD is similarly 1080p friendly.For content downloaded over broadband connection to be stored and viewed later, the bandwidth issue is of less relevance and new codecs such as MPEG4 are reducing the size of media files all the time.While true 1080
line plasma, LCD and DLP TVs are still not readily available and few broadcasters are likely to adopt the 1080p format in the foreseeable future, it is still seen as the pinnacle of HDTV technology.Thankfully any device capable of sourcing 1080p video, such as a media PC, will be just as capable of scaling the signal down to 720p until true 1080p
displays are available. Page 3 What Devices currently support HDTV?Since the beginning of 2005 the vast majority of new top-of-the-range flat panel and rear projection TVs support HDTV. Sadly that leaves around 90 per cent of all of the plasma and LCD TVs sold over the last five years up standard definition creek without so much as an HDMI
paddle.The step-change was the introduction of HDCP copy protection, which became part of the HDTV standard only late last year. Even plasma TVs that did have HDMI or DVI input sold before the middle of last year will not have HDCP and will therefore not accept a HD signal.New TVs that are HD compatible should sport an HD-ready logo but if
in doubt check out the spec against our "is your TV HD-ready?" guide below.The right displayFor plasma TVs most of the big name brands now offer an HD-ready model although Panasonic has stuck to standard definition resolution again this year. Expect to pay upwards of £2,000 for good HD-ready plasma from the likes of Pioneer, Hitachi and

Sony.Meanwhile large screen LCD TVs are only just being introduced with DVI/HDMI inputs, HDCP and the HD ready logo. Models below about 27in screen size are still slipping the HD-compatible net but larger models from Philips, Sagem and JVC all get the HD thumbs up between £1,000 and £2,000.DLP rear projection TVs are in firm favour
around the Digital Home offices at the moment and all new models are fully HD compatible.In terms of picture quality and price-per-square-inch, DLP models offer the best value HD viewing available with 45-52 inch models available for under £2,000 from the likes of Samsung, Toshiba and Sagem.Blu-ray and HD-DVDThis year is likely to see the first
domestic HD-DVD and Blu-ray players hit our shores, capable of playing pre-recorded HD movies. Content information on what is likely to be the first big box-office films released is non-existent - it's almost bound to be Garfield the Movie or some similar puerile detritus.Both formats are likely to be capable of recording HD by launch in Europe - but
with HDCP copy protection well ensconced in the HDTV format, don't expect to be able to record anything but unencrypted shopping channels in HD quality.If you have an HD-ready TV and just can't wait for Sky's 2006 service, Blu-ray or HD-DVD, there is an alternative. Many of the latest flagship DVD players offer on-board scalars that increase the
resolution of the DVD picture to 720p.This is 'pseudo HD', of course. Nevertheless, the results are stunning and can give your entire DVD collection an instant HD makeover. We like Denon's scaling DVD-3910 at around £850 and, when combined with our Top Ten test-winning Toshiba 52WM48 DLP TV, you can have near-HD quality video in your
home today for around £2,500 all in.As a Digital Home reader you are already several steps ahead of the HD game and it's an exciting time. Not since DVD has there been such a wholesale upgrade in the TV viewing experience, particularly as HD encompasses prime broadcast TV and packaged media content.Put simply, it's a revolution in home
entertainment and you are going to want it and want it bad - we guarantee it!
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